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Pascas Finance – Villageism
We are entering a period of profound
change, a new economic and cultural era,
driven by four tectonic shifts:
1. A return to the city. Cities are growing
and suburbs are dying, as we now seek to
live and work in walkable urban centres.
Cities already account for 60% of global
GDP (gross domestic product). As we live
in greater density, ideas and people mix
more and economic output and creativity
accelerates – however meaningful interaction between people diminishes.
2. The coming of age of millennial values. Gen Y will become 75% of the global workforce within the
next ten years (this is now 2019). Generation Y, or Millennials, were born between 1980 and 1994.
They are currently between 25-39 years old. Gen Y people are generally suspicious of big business, the
government and the media. Authenticity, passion and meaning are the driving motivators of this
generation. The sharing economy, the gig economy, B Corps, makers and hackers, are all economic
expressions of these new values. B Corps form a community of leaders and drive a global movement of
people using business as a force for good. B Corporations are businesses that meet the highest standards
of verified social and environmental performance, public transparency and legal accountability to
balance profit and purpose.
3. The global renaissance in technology. The 3rd industrial revolution is now underway. Until 2005,
technology accounted for less than 3% of global GDP (gross domestic product). Going forward, it will
transform every aspect of human activity and every industry – from transportation, housing, hospitality
and food, to health, education and commerce. In fact all systems are being torn apart and will be
replaced with The New Way of the coming era.
4. Living Feelings First – the global age unfolding. We have discovered that worshipping the mind is
bringing about more of the same – hardships, deprivation, stagnation and suppression of our true selves.
The mind is clumsy and incapable. The mind cannot discern truth from falsehood and is addicted to
control. Embracing our soul-based feelings brings liberation and progress – our soul is always in truth!
As we urbanise under new values, and technology reconfigures every industry, this creates incredible
opportunities for what we may call “The Village Economy” – Villageism.
“We have to concentrate on the village being self-contained, manufacturing mainly for use. Provided
this character of the village industry is maintained, there would be no objection to villagers using even
the modern machines and tools that they can make and can afford to use. Only they should not be used
as a means of exploitation of others.” – Mahatma K. Gandhi
The village economy hearkens back to the days when neighbours knew neighbours, neighbours knew
vendors, and vendors knew you. More than crowd sourced fulfilment of service x, the neighbours knew
more than the brand that would show up at their door — they knew the person. There was a familiarity
and a mutual-respect, a kinship that has yet to be duplicated by technology. There is a nostalgia of it
that is intoxicating.
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The village economy is the entrepreneurial focus of the next millennia and we have already accepted the
foundations of the village economy movement. We have seen Uber, Lyft, car2go, ZipCar, Airbnb
become commonplace within our cities and, in doing so, it has re-established the importance of trust,
convenience, and sharing – though this may be an embryo of what is to unfold. Trust and convenience
are the pierced stone of the local economy as the possible present and sure future.
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The commeasuring (equalling in measure or extent) of the sale of goods is another initiative that will
contribute to the proliferation of the village economy. The best way to do so is by electronic means; it’s
the most frictionless and efficient approach. Not only does it benefit the consumer, who will gain access
to a range of expediently arriving goods, the village economy will allow vendors to improve conversion
within a reasonable geographic boundary. Rather than extending e-commerce beyond the borders of a
metropolitan area, the village economy allows a store owner to deepen the e-commerce within a village
and city.

Economic sustainability and incremental growth of any economy not only depends on physical capital
but also on the human capital. So, education is the most important variable, which plays an important
role in the development of human capital and it is also the most important and valuable factor of the
overall environment of society.
Developed human capital has a positive effect on the economic growth, political stability and social
environment. Amongst all the stages of education, these may also improve living standards, develop
industrial projects, which offer viable, sustainable, financial rates of return. It is argued that different
school years impart different skills, therefore, we extend our analysis to the level of education, i.e., how
much increase in earnings takes place with an extra year of schooling at different levels, such as,
primary, upper primary, secondary, intermediate, graduation and masters.
Education is the most important investment and input. This is also considered a long term investment of
any macro or micro level places. It has also been seen that the countries or a place which invested more
on education have been able to create skilled and qualified human resources which in-turn transformed
the national economy. And it also improves social awareness, women’s education, lowers fertility rate
and improves child care which are the direct and indirect factors for growing upwards the economy of a
village and country also. According to a World Bank estimate, a positive correlation exists between the
rate of literacy (Educational Improvement) and per capita income.
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Education has shown a rising trend which is able to create skilled and qualified agricultural labour,
servicemen, employment opportunities that also grow the economy of the village.

Terms like Capitalism vs Socialism, Public vs Private and Religion vs Science are mind connotations of
control of others and the confusion that has dominated humanity throughout the 200,000 years of the
Rebellion and Default. This is now ended however the escape from the Rebellion is yet to unfold.
REBELLION and DEFAULT ENDING

Thursday, 30 November 2017

Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: “Yes. Everything that Earth is, is part of their (Lucifers’) plan,
because it’s all adhering to the mind ways of life – mind control. Only the difficulty was, that the age
between each cyclic upheaval had its own unique ways and power of doing things (each pole shift
results with different frequencies for Earth). So humanity wasn’t evolving or growing or developing its
mind in a lineal progression, and one in which L&S (Lucifer and Satan soulmate pairs who were
imprisoned early in the 1st century) could dominate and dictate spiritual (which was really mental)
direction. Other civilisations were able to harness magnetics to overcome gravity, and were able to
leave the world and move about in space, then that all came to an end with a cataclysmic change, and
when the next age began, those same laws that enable the magnetics to be used had been lost and
couldn’t be acted upon, so new ways of leaving the planet had to be developed. But then as in this age,
it gradually became apparent that it was going to take a very long time to get anywhere near leaving the
world, if indeed it could actually happen, because humanity became more bogged down in petty
squabbling and personality expression problems, and didn’t or couldn’t expand the mind to such a
degree as to give rise to the needed technologies that would have allowed reasonable space flight. And
look at you now, you can hardly get a rocket up into space, and you think you’re all so advanced, and
yet the end of this Earth-age is nearly upon you. So then you’ll have to start all over again. So it’s not
looking good for any of C&D (Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate pairs who were imprisoned in the
early 1990s) plans, not that they care anymore.”
Consider this: Our high spiritual leaders, the rebellious Lanonandeks – Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia and
Daligastia soulmate / soul partner pairs – all collaborated to seduce Earth’s humanity to live through
their minds, not through our soul-based feelings where we find truth. This commenced 200,000 years
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ago and has now formally ended on 31 January 2018. The Universal Contract governing the Rebellion
and Default has now been officially terminated.
For the Lucifers and associates to keep the Rebellion going they had men make women subordinate to
them. Women are closer to their feelings and if allowed they would have ended this folly.
Progressively the ‘religions’ were evolved which further enabled the ‘all powerful’ men to keep the
women subordinated. Any religion formed throughout the past 200,000 years was at the discretion and
guidance of Lucifer and associates. ALL religions – there are no exceptions. Jesus did not come here to
set up a religion and he did not. All those who have been accredited with ‘books’ and writings in the
New Testament of the Bible have now commented on the major errors and omissions – these can be
found in the Library Download section of www.pascashealth.com – scroll down to Medical – Soul
Condition and Health.
Nanna Beth is a 3rd sphere Celestial Heaven spirit – John Doel’s grandmother – there are no religions
within the 3rd Celestial Heaven as there are no religions within the 2nd or 1st Celestial Heavens, as there
are no religions in the 7th, 5th or 3rd spirit Mansion Worlds, these three being the Divine Love healing
worlds. Yes, religions continue in the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 6th mind Mansion Worlds all to take you further
into your mind and away from your true self and our Heavenly Parents, God. The mind Mansion
Worlds are about control – control of others and that is why we have some 50,000 variations of religions
on Earth. Truth is always the same so ask yourself why are there 50,000 variations of religions?
Since the 31 May 1914 and ongoing in 2019 we have revelations unfolding so that we can now heal
ourselves of our childhood repression and suppression – we can now begin to live via and through our
soul-based feelings – we can now liberate our true selves!
These understandings are what Pascas is to freely make available to everyone so that they can have the
awareness of the potentialities that unfold through living feelings first and how healing is achievable
through expressing one’s good and bad feelings. The whole of humanity is walking about in a stupor
through the suppression it has endured. This can now end and that is at your choosing. Many options
will unfold as how to engage in one’s healing. One of those options is the participation in a “Paradise
Sanctuary Village” and this is an outline of how a village may look. The residents of the village will
bring together the finer details.
So how would one completing their Healing have any relevance to science? Presently a mind
imprisoned scientist typically brings about one or two or even a handful of developments and inventions
throughout a lifetime of endeavours. A healed scientist functioning through his or her soul-based
feelings and then engaging the mind to execute what his or her feelings are leading towards would most
likely reveal an advancement in the science in which he or she is being investigating on a weekly or
monthly basis, if not more frequently. However, Feeling Healing is not a religion, it is a way of life.
Further, a fully healed scientist would have direct access and interactivity with Celestial spirits within
the Celestial Heavens – healed scientists – who have access to all the ‘scientists’ throughout the history
of humanity, all one million years of it. There is a massive museum in Jerusem, the home city of the 1st
Celestial Heaven were all information can be accessed. Now we would really see advancements!
It is time to begin the discoveries!
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Villageism

is the great provider of the way forward for humanity and to put aside the
Rebellion and Default that it has been subjected to throughout the past 200,000. The healing of the
injuries that have been handed down, generation after generation, requires that we talk them out of us
(so to speak) to a willing and close companion. Only by feeling the truth of each and every experience,
both good and bad, will we heal ourselves.
The close-knit relationships within a village environment opens the way for the community to
passionately support and assist each other. Never has it been previously recognised that this is how we
can and are to end the Rebellion and Default within ourselves. Then we can collectively go on and pass
our healing progress on to our children and assist other children within the community. The progress
that we achieve in our healing flows on to our children. That’s a wonderful insight!
POTENTIAL to BENEFIT your CHILD through your own FEELING HEALING:
This steps down each seven years as the child matures

From conception to
From 8 to age 14
From 15 to age 21
From 22 to age 28
age 6 or 7
As we heal, we directly heal our children similarly.
The Indwelling Spirit arrival for the child around age 6 or 7 starts their independence.
The task of raising a child in truth and love
is an onerous one to say the least. A
community that is cooperating with each
other is far better equipped to
appropriately raise a child collectively
than parents in isolation. Child rearing is a
community / tribal grouping undertaking,
a way that is potentially more beneficial
for the child than being isolated with parents or a single parent. We are not meant to be alone – we are
group orientated. The loving experiences and diversified guidance available through a community
group is ideal for bringing about the foundations for developing a child’s personality in truth, being the
personality given to the child by its true Parents, our Heavenly Mother and Father.
This is what we are to bring about. We are to bring to the surface and fully express who we truly are.
We are to express from ourselves our childhood repression and suppression. We are to shed the
embellishments of a false persona that our Earthly mother and father imposed upon us, the persona of
their own injuries that their own physical parents imposed upon them.
This is the journey that we can best embrace and commence within a village environment – either within
suburbia or a rural setting. This is what a Paradise Sanctuary village is all about. This does not mean
that we are disadvantaged if we do not engage in living within such a setting. Those within a Paradise
Sanctuary village will avail themselves to assist anyone who seeks their support. It is always going to
be what is best for you and your family and your freewill option.
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Villageism Economics

is about long term financial sustainability so that the
facility and agenda can have a long productive life.
Villageism is neither capitalism nor socialism. This is not about profits and hoarding of wealth to the
exclusion of others. Thus the capitalism role is not applicable. Also this is not about sharing the income
equally between all within the village community. Thus the socialism role is not applicable.
This is about the village people bringing about a focus and embracing collective goals such as:








Living Feelings First – recognising and going with your soul based feelings having your mind assist.
Feeling Healing – expressing both good and bad feelings as they come up.
Soul Healing – longing for our Heavenly Mother and Father’s Love and expressing our feelings.
Collectively assisting with the raising of all children within the village community.
Ensuring that meaningful remuneration is possible for all participants within village enterprises.
Ensuring the maintenance of all village assets for the benefit of future village residents and visitors.
Honouring the freedom of all without imposing control.

A Paradise Sanctuary Village is both a learning and growth experience. It is a place of security without
overarching controls. We recognise that our mind cannot discern truth from falsehood and that our mind
is addicted to control. Only our soul-based feelings are in truth and that through our soul-based feelings
we are endowed with truth, we are fully self-contained – all is within. We are evolving through our
soul-based feelings of truth and as we express feelings that are both good and bad we progress through
the healing of our childhood injuries of suppression and repression.
From the income generated by village enterprises that are to be introduced, the village users of the
facilities are to fund the typical holding costs, such as rates and utilities, regular maintenance and
sinking fund for major long term repairs and replacements. These service costs will maintain the
buildings and equipment in perpetuity. A commercial rent is not payable. The land and buildings with
equipment is to be provided without rent fees for the duration that the assets are used by residents and
visitors to experience Living Feelings First and potentially engage in Feeling Healing, or with Divine
Love then Soul Healing.
No one within the village will have direct and personal ownership of the land and buildings. Similarly,
major equipment items, such as power generation plant and machinery items will be funded and
provided by Pascas Foundation through an asset holding entity or company that Pascas will continue to
control and own. No commercial rent will be sort by Pascas Foundation for the duration.
Income generating projects will be part of the village infrastructure. Those who work within these
projects will be able to draw a salary / wage. From these salaries for those who living within provided
accommodation then a sum will be withheld by the trading enterprise as will a nominal sum for food.
Those within the village will come together to bring about a negotiated Enterprise Agreement which will
then be registered with Fair Work Australia and will be applicable for this village only, though these
agreements will be similar for all potential villages and throughout all arms of Pascas Foundation. It is
intended that volunteers will not be canvassed. Everyone throughout Pascas Foundation is to be able to
draw a meaningful salary / wage reflective of the duties undertaken.
In this way a Paradise Sanctuary village is founded on very different economics to any other activity.
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Should the village be in a rural setting then the permaculture activities will be a major element of the
commercial activities of the village. The village will ultimately be providing most of its own food with
surplus sent to markets. Villages in rural settings are intended to become self-sufficient to the highest
degree possible. The capital funding and technology developments are to be introduced and supported
by Pascas Foundation through to the time that the Paradise Sanctuary Village becomes self funding.
Many residents will have their pre-existing commercial activities that they conduct via internet – this
will be supported. Such residents are also expected to engage in some village enterprises. Serviced
office space will be provided within the commercial elements of the village. New technologies will be
continually investigated and these will be considered for commercialisation by the village people. The
population within the village also opens avenues for trading between the residents.
Though each village will be autonomous and separate from all other villages and Pascas itself, it is
anticipated that those within the village(s) will interact and be involved in the many endeavours of
Pascas locally and around the world.
Ultimately, the village will become an economically viable unit within itself, thus ensuring ongoing
availability for new residents as existing residents complete their personal goals and move on.
Autonomy for the village residents and visitors will be how the village functions and what it focuses
upon. Due to the nature of the financial support and long term objectives of the assets, the financial
management will be overseen by Pascas with the administration of the assets and day to day financial
affairs being with the residents of the village. It is imperative that Pascas maintains a full and complete
observation of the village so that the experiences are understood, recorded and managed on the basis of
what can be learnt and implemented to advance not only what is possible within the village but also
what could and should be considered for other villages, both potential and existing.
The trading entity of the village would be managed internally with each economic activity being
independent of each other – call them divisions or departments that appear to be independent of each
other but are consolidated for financial reporting. The horticulture agriculture operation would clearly
be a separate division to the café / restaurant / catering facilities. The village shops and meeting areas
would be separate operations to serviced offices. Transparency will be for everyone to learn and
discover how the village will operate. There are to be no locked doors so to speak.

Messages from Mary and Jesus

book 2

by James Moncrief

13 May 2003

The greatest gift you can give your child, is allowing it to be freely able to express itself, helping it
to feel good about being able to say and express and communicate all it feels. THERE IS
NOTHING BETTER FOR A CHILD TO FEEL THAN KNOWING ITS PARENTS
COMPLETELY WANT IT TO BE EXACTLY HOW IT FEELS IT WANTS TO BE. To be
completely unconditionally accepted for all that it is. Then it feels loved.
Mary
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PASCAS ASSETS
PA
ASSET OWNERSHIP

SANCTUARY VILLAGE
SV
TRADING ENTERPRISE
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Hypothetical Villager
In August 2019, the current minimum wage in Australia was AU$740.80 per week, which equates to a
minimum hourly rate of AU$19.49. A working week being 38 hours with annual leave of 4 weeks and
sick leave allowance of 10 days per annum. Superannuation loading being currently set at 9.5% of an
employee's ordinary time earnings – to progressively increase and reach 12%.
The average weekly ordinary time earnings for full-time adults in Australia in May 2019 was
AU$1,634 (trend), according to new Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures released on 15
August 2019. Including all workers and payments, average weekly earnings stood at AU$1,225.
The average salary for a Farm Hand in 2019 was AU$25.06 per hour in Australia.
Family cottage rental in a rural community was AU$360 – $380, a 1 bedroom flat rents for
AU$190 per week. The average Australian household spends AU$163 per week on food, which makes
a AU$80-100 per week seem like budget time.
Single
With Partner
Enterprise Agreement 5 day weekly engagement
AU$1,250
AU$1,250 (partner not engaged)
(Superannuation Lever 9.5% is in addition to wage)
Accommodation free but valued at
180
360
Fresh produce provided per week free
50
100 including children
Chaldi College services provided unlimited
free
free to both + children
Unlimited downtime for Feeling Healing focus
free
free
Net Salary drawn before taxation: $1,020
$790
Hours engaged can be within the Village and/or outside with Pascas – time sheets to record allocations.
Sanctuary Village trading activities may predominantly be permaculture intensive small cropping.
Horizontal cropping may be installed. Fish farming is a potential opportunity. The village centre will
include café and restaurants, having diverse cuisine to accommodate any number of cultures, as the
villages are open to all nationalities and races. Various retail, trades and marketing outlets may be
accommodated within the village centre.
Through the Centre for Advanced Technologies (CATs), new innovations and technologies may be
introduced to the village for commercialisation.
Thus a variety of commercial activities are to evolve within the village trading enterprise to bring about
long term financial independence of the village while maintaining the assets employed in pristine
condition.
Each village resident may have a personal focus upon Living Feelings First and their Feeling Healing.
In this regard the services of Chaldi College will be engaged to introduce the understanding and
guidance required. Further, Chaldi College will provide a wide range of educational opportunities that
range for pre-school children through all levels of schooling and higher education as well as mature
student opportunities. Chaldi College is to introduce education platforms appropriate for Living
Feelings First and focus upon how life may be lived within the ambience of the new spiritual age now
unfolding.
The ethos of the village is to be conducive for each resident Living Feelings First and engaging in their
own Feeling Healing to whatever extent they desire.
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CATs

–

Queensland

Mentoring Sunrise Innovations

Australia

Em: info@financefacilities.com

CAT’S SCIENTIFIC ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE INNOVATIONS:
•

Administered technologies

•

Communications

•

Energy

•

Complementary Medicine

•

Agriculture

•

Food

•

Housing

•

Environmental

•

Resources

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html

Library Downloads – Pascas Papers
All papers may be freely shared. The fortnightly mailouts are free to all, to be added into the
mailout list, kindly provide your email address.
info@pascashealth.com
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Centre for Advanced Technologies (CATs) will form Creative Advancement TriangleS, around the
globe, which are extensions of the proven research parks lead by the initiatives of the Raleigh Research
Triangle and participating Research Triangle Parks in North Carolina, USA.

CATs is being driven by needs, with the core magnets comprising:







Building products innovations and systems
Power Generation Research Programs
Agriculture Enhancement Programs with a focus on Green Projects
IT projects with high focus on Communication Delivery Systems
Aerospace Technologies
Health and Health Sciences

All focusing upon the needs of remote and emerging communities and the growth of consciousness and
spirituality of humanity in all corners of the planet.

PA S
SCA
PER
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Paradise Sanctuary Villages

Tuesday, 27 August 2019

My (James) latest thoughts on the Paradise Sanctuary Villages:

 Assuming people come and want to live and do their Healing (there might of course be people who
don’t want to live communally and perhaps they can be somehow affiliated with the Paradise
Sanctuary), as to how many will devote themselves completely to it, I imagine will be like a pyramid, as
you said John, a few will commit fully, others just embrace it on a mind level, others do a little, perhaps
stop / start.
I have thought of Sanctuaries set up matching the third Mansion World – Sanctuary 1, where people
start off learning about it, begin their Healing getting used to how to go about it and what is involved.
As they move deeper into it, wanting to dedicate themselves to it more, moving to Sanctuary 2 (Mansion
World 5 equivalent); and then to Sanctuary 3 (Mansion World 7 equivalent). So PS1 (Paradise
Sanctuary 1) would start off first and be the biggest, the others smaller.
Or, the Paradise Sanctuary incorporates all levels, all so people gain maximum experience with each
other because of interacting on all levels of truth.
I have no idea, I can’t even imagine myself wanting to live in one even if one was available. I don’t
know. I’ve never been part of the group thing, and other people are the same as me, then so many
people love the whole group idea.



You’re right about it being a Village, a ‘tribe’ based on truth that comes from people’s feelings.
So it working as a community in which certain things are shared by the whole community.



I like the idea of no land or house private ownership, that it functions like a commune or cooperative. Even perhaps like a kibbutz in Israel (maybe we can look into them and any other alternative
group / commune systems in the world. It might even be useful sending people to find out about them,
interviewing the residents, asking about good stuff and bad, what are the pitfalls and things to be aware
of on the material and psychological levels.)



It would be as wholly self-staining as can be, however all work being voluntary, with the
community wanting to work, wanting to put in and contribute to make it happen. If people don’t want to
work because they feel too bad, fine, but if they want to bludge, then that would surely give many
people bad feelings to bring up.

 Basically I’d like it run with as little control and rules as possible. It will be tempting to try and
control everything, but as people are all living there to end such control, so that too will keep bringing
up bad feelings.


I think there needs to be ‘elders’ who oversee everything, and ideally they’d be the people the
most advanced in truth, so not necessarily the most advanced in age. All the usual power plays and
political struggles again provide more experience for people to work with their bad feelings. (ed; Those
who complete their healing and transition into Celestial soul condition will be automatically welcomed
into the Council of Elders for Pascas worldwide – should they so please.)
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The idea of the community is NOT TO DENY ANY FEELINGS. It will be hard, yet even to
allow things to keep happening that cause bad feelings, not to shy away from or try to block them by
fixing everything and having everything working well. I don’t know about this, as people coming into it
will be fucked and all over the place, perhaps a natural order and helpful control would naturally be
established as people start expressing all they feel.

 I think there are separate houses, single, dormitory type things, family, with a large single or a
number of communal buildings. Do people all pitch in and prepare the meals in one area or do they all
have their own separate meals in their houses?


There’s a company that makes eco houses in Wothagii (Ecoliv Sustainable Buildings
https://ecoliv.com.au/ south east of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia), small houses built in a factory area
and then put on a truck to go wherever they are to go. Perhaps that could be a way to build the housing
units, and with them designed to be moved on a truck, and to lay them out with some together and others
separate, whatever the land and people’s imagination come up with. But the land for the house / unit
prepared and put aside whilst the rest of the land is under permaculture. And do people tend their own
veggie plot or does everyone help to cultivate the whole Sanctuary. Is there a ‘works crew’ that
specialises in growing the plants and animals for food, others for hunting / fishing if permitted, cooking
and preparing and so on. Some people finding their niche thing they like doing, others moving about
doing all things.
For me, the idea of living within the Paradise Sanctuary as homes are progressively being built would be
a pain with all the noise (unless I was involved in making it!), and possibly dangerous with children
about, but that might also be good so as to help bring up one’s bad feelings and involve the community
more. So everyone contributes to the ongoing building and upkeep of all the houses and infrastructure
taking pride in and loving what they are creating.



As far as financing goes? One way is to be underpinned by Pascas. Perhaps people will establish
businesses or go to work putting wages or money earned into the community. At the Buddhist centre in
Melbourne one live-in monk worked as a highly paid IT technician funding most of the centre from his
wages. Perhaps Pascas could establish businesses, say the medical centres, the movies, even building
the eco houses, with part of the profits going to sustain the Sanctuaries. And these enterprises also give
people in the Sanctuaries employment opportunities. Really I think most people will want to work, do
something, and do their Healing. And I think they can do both. Perhaps a minority won’t be able to
work, but like I do at the Bush Bank, really I could do three or four days and still do my Healing,
particularly if there were other people to be with Marion. If I think of my writing as work, then right
through my Healing I’ve worked most days, and only up until a few years ago I was writing just about
eight hours a day. And the other thing is, with so many people all involved intimately with each other’s
lives and expressing all they feel and helping each other to do so, being supportive and understanding
and sharing their truth and understanding as it comes to them, then one might not be needing to sit on
the couch alone and wondering what the fuck it’s all about. Marion and I lament not having more active
input from other like-feeling people. It’s been good doing it alone, yet also far more (I think) difficult.
And if someone is to do it alone, they won’t want to be involved in a full-on Sanctuary environment.



I’m actually beginning to see the Sanctuaries as Pascas, that Pascas could even come from them,
rather than being separate to them. That Pascas is part of one of the Sanctuaries for example, with not
all the parts of the Sanctuary necessarily having to be on the same land, but in close vicinity. I don’t
know, still Pascas is separate with the Sanctuaries being one aspect of it, however seeing it the other way
around is interesting.
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Each of the houses / units would include the latest self-sufficient stuff, compost toilet, solar, water
tank, any other alternative energy sources, perhaps hydro if on a river or something like that. Wind
maybe but those small wind turbines make a hell of awhirling noise and would possibly break in too
strong a wind. The whole place trying to be off grid and as close to nature as possible, so possibly all
the units could feed into supporting each other. Some will need more energy than others, so if they all
help and share. Perhaps they might even go back to living without electricity.



People will be moving into a relatively small place to live and so will have less room for things.
Doing your Healing sure makes you cut down on stuff, we’ve given up so much as we’ve progressed.
We still have too much stuff. We live using very little power. We don’t have TV or music, only the
computer. So perhaps other people will be like that too. Perhaps there can be TV / music / prayer /
healing / therapy communal rooms; perhaps the Sanctuaries themselves can provide all the
entertainment in-house, plays and theatre (depicting aspects of the Healing and people’s Healing
experiences, and depicting The Fall, Mary and Jesus coming, the End Times, etc, book readings, art, live
YouTube, etc., the idea being to ween people off all our usual impersonal entertainment needs and
bringing it all into the personal.



I think there needs to be personal space for everyone, yet mostly it’s communal, fostering a caring
and supportive feeling, developing deeper relationships, all providing masses of opportunity to help
show up the dysfunction of everyone. As you know, Marion points out so much of my dysfunction, so
what if the whole Sanctuary was doing it! Remembering that it’s not about pointing out such faults so
the person can stop doing the bad thing and change themselves; but pointing out the denial and negative
patterns so the person can become more aware through their bad feelings of that’s how they are – feeling
themselves being as they are and knowing the truth of why. Working toward full self-awareness of their
fucked state. And then once that’s gained, having their soul transformed into being of Celestial truth.



The Divine Love would be introduced as part of it all right from the beginning, although optional,
nothing forced, people coming to the spiritual truths in their own time, yet with everyone there either
wanting to do their Healing and doing it, or wanting to at least learn about it with the intention of doing
it. They still might find it’s not for them, so it would then be up to the ‘elders’ or the whole community
to decide if they can stay or not.



In one of my movies two young women arrive at a Sanctuary. They undergo an induction course
of six or eight weeks whilst staying in a hostel type situation that is attached to the Sanctuary yet not part
of it. They are taken as part of the induction for visits into the Sanctuary, slowly meeting people, getting
a feel for it, coming to understand what’s involved and seeing if it is something that appeals to them.
The induction being very important and a necessary part to filter out those people who think, believe,
fantasise that doing their Healing and living at the Sanctuary is a nice idea, yet won’t embrace the reality
when confronted with it. So the induction is actually quite testing and very confronting, not holding
back on the truth of the spiritual situation we live in or what the Healing involves and how hard it is to
do. At the end of the induction it is apparent as to who wants to stay and who doesn’t, it being quite
clear to new participants themselves as well as the Sanctuary people taking the induction and the other
Sanctuary members. The girls warm to it, are accepted and wanting to get involved, they are invited to
live in one of the eco houses and soon meet guys they like and move deeper into the whole thing as they
start their Healing.
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In the Sage novels, if you recall, Tommy and Meg buy land and slowly build small houses on it.
They start a Divine Love prayer evening and introduce the Divine Love and the Healing through it.
Some people want to get into it, are asked if they want to live there and slowly the Sanctuary is built.
Through the third book and into the fourth the Sanctuary is fully up and running with a huge plant
nursery and building a sustainable lakes consultancy that runs as a business and provides all the trees,
large lake stocked with native fish, turtles, yabbies for food, all self-sustainable, and all built knowing
the Pole Shift is coming. In preparation for it, they start building underground storage and temporary
living areas, breaking down the houses and storing them away so they can be rebuilt in the Aftertimes,
and with a viable seedbank and all the rest they think they’ll need to help them. Other Sanctuaries in
other parts of the world live in caves, some elaborate complexes dug into the mountain sides for
protection.



I have a feeling, and I have no idea if I am right about it, but the shifting of the Poles this time
won’t be as severe as the last one. It will still cause great destruction, and end most of life as we know
it, however electricity will still be able to be made in the Aftertimes. So possibly with small power
generating systems computers might still be able to be used. No World Wide Internet, but perhaps
beforehand, useful self-help and survival documents and all my writing and what other people doing
their Healing write can be kept and still used. I don’t know. Possibly all the micro electrical circuits
will get fried and only old cars and machinery that didn’t use them will work, provided petrol was
stored. Perhaps it’s back to the horse and plough. Perhaps it’s a matter of finding other alternative
fuels, like turning vegetable matter – bio-fuels and building small machines, possibly out of the
remnants of what’s left from the Shift. I hope that if humanity is to go through a Shift, I will, once I’m
fully Healed, know the severity of it and more about what to expect and possibly how to prepare for it.
However the Sanctuaries are to run as if the Pole Shift is about to happen any moment, so aiming to
become as self-sufficient as possible in preparation for the Aftertimes. So what about making clothes,
growing hemp (not the smoking type!) and other fibres, learning how to make simple blacksmith tools,
preserve foods and so on. What to stock pile that will be useful from the Old Way, knowing that such
things will eventually run out, and so are either replaced anew or done without and other ways of living
are developed. Perhaps people will choose to return to a more aboriginal way of life, very simple and in
tune with nature, yet focusing wholly on the highest spiritual life that can be lived, beginning with the
doing of one’s Healing.



Another problem with the Sanctuaries is security. Are they to be fenced off to protect them from
feral animals after the Shift? And feral people? How will they cope with displaced people wanting to
come and live with them? Do they reject everyone or accept them the best they can yet without
compromising their Healing philosophies? I think post Shift they will live by hunting and growing their
own food, and if society fails completely, I could imagine there will be masses of wild dogs and cats, all
the escapee pets, along with all the other feral animals. So how will people deal with them? Guns and
ammunition will I imagine break and run out, unless new ones can be made, bows and arrows, other
hunting techniques and all the alternative survival stuff. At least there will no longer be government
laws and control, so people will be freer to do as they please, to eat the native animals and grow
whatever they like.



As far as people wanting to get married, people living with say one man and three women or three
men and one woman, people wanting to live a more aboriginal life style, perhaps even building their
own outside tepees, people stepping outside the norms we’re all used to, that all waits to be evolved and
dealt with as it happens. And the same with having pets, some people will want them, others growing
out of the need for them, all such things being worked out by those concerned.
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As far as medical care, dentistry, pain relief, bone setting, midwifery, elderly care and so on,
whilst it’s available on the outside, sure, use it as one feels the need to, but overall as people move
deeper into their Healing, they’ll want to rely on God more. However still some level of skill in medical
care and delivering babies will need to be fostered, perhaps even growing poppies and finding out how
to get pain relief from them, all such things being worked towards the Aftertimes when everything has to
start from scratch. And even if there is no Aftertimes, I think it will help to become more self-reliant, to
ease off the grid, to disconnect from our artificial false ways of living, becoming progressively more true
and real. And along with that, the breaking down of the parental controlling ways, and how we keep up
pretences with each other. People being more down to earth, natural, unassuming, as they work through
all their bullshit. So women, for example, possibly not wanting to shave all their hair off, men having
beards more, I don’t know, it all being up to the individual; and possibly all of the above, with people
for example shaving everything off whereas others don’t, it all being part of what they go through as
they express themselves more freely. I think a lot of people will need to come out and find new avenues
of self-expression, new ways of doing things, new ways of working and amusing themselves.



And the children are to be involved in it all. Educated hands-on and part of it taking their safety
into account, also being free to express themselves more fully, yet not just being renegades but made to
feel they are an active and important part of the whole. With all the positive attributes of love and care
for all people and the Sanctuary as a whole, care for the plants and animals, the water, the whole
environment, and then with higher education being taught as required. One thousand people is just a
benchmark, however I see no reason why larger villages or even small cities are loosely or tightly
together consisting of many Sanctuaries, yet still with the basic Sanctuary unit being held like a suburb
or a state within the bigger whole.
Anyway John, those are some of my latest thoughts. I actually like the idea of possibly getting that
Hotel you like and using it as a means for people to explore living together learning about what’s
involved. Or a small caravan park type set up or like you say inner city townhouses or something like
that where people can at least begin to do their Healing and find out about it.
I’ll also email Sam and
ask her how living in a
Sanctuary appeals, as she
would be the Matriarch of
Truth. She might hate the
idea. She’s been in a bad
way lately so she might
not be distracted by such
things. She’s been seeing
the whole horror of how
badly she parented and
treats her children, trying
to stop them feeling bad
so they won’t accuse her
of being the horrible evil
one.
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Paradise Sanctuary Villages

continued

Sunday, 1 September 2019

Hi John, I watched a documentary / series by Ray Martin who took a small group of well known
European Australians around Australia meeting and seeing how the real Aboriginal [“Original”]
Australians live. You might have seen the series, and if so, do you remember them going to a smallish
town up North and looking at the appalling state the neglected housing and environment groups of
Aborigines were living in. The western toilet was mostly broken and so disgusting, everything was
wrecked, they were living in dirty rooms on mattresses with their stuff everywhere, so much rubbish, no
one picks anything up with all the litter piling up, the kitchen so revolting with all the cockroaches
climbing all over the unwashed pots and pans piled high in the revolting sink – you know the scene,
we’ve seen it a million times before.
And it’s been playing on my mind, bearing in mind that presumably these are the sort of people you
want to ‘help’ – how would I go about that? And the more I thought about it the more the Sanctuaries I
envisage imposed themselves on the Aborigines, helping me define more how I’d like our Sanctuaries to
be.
So I’m writing this, not so much in trying to help people like the Aborigines, because I have no idea
whether it would be a help, even if they can be helped, they being so different to us and now trapped in a
‘Nothing Land’ and ‘Bad Dream’ their Dreamtime having turned against them because of our hateful
and unloving ways being so harshly imposed on them, and their never being able to go back to how it
was for them pre Invasion, but to help focus more on where our Sanctuaries are to work.
Ask The People Involved:
This is the beginning and paramount from what I can see, no one does it; or if they do, not to any real
depth or with any real sympathetic understanding. So bringing the Aboriginal community together and
asking them: How do you want to live? What would you like? And starting there. And with the
understanding that they don’t have to try and get ‘back to the old ways’, to start with them right now in
this moment, and what would you like to make you feel better about yourself, your living environment
and the community?
So this is like a movie going on in my head imagining doing that. I have no idea if any of it would work
or be what they want, and I’m only writing down enough to give you the idea, however it goes like this:
Start with the practical levels first:
How you want your house to be?
Do you want a roof over your head, and if so, what sort of roof? And one that is adaptable for the
different conditions – wet and dry seasons.
Do you want to live in a brick / our western building fibro sheets or whatever we use / wood / mud (and
roofing and drainage to protect from rains) or what?
Do you want a concrete, wooden, dirt floor? And how would you deal with the wet and mud, and dry
and dust?
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And it might turn out they want very simple housing structures, but things they can relate to. Possibly
even like large sails and sail like material for the walls, more shade cloth in summer so they are more
living outside than in. And then more substantial during the wet.
And what about your toilet, perhaps they’d prefer to just go in the bush, and if so, how do you organise
that? Or perhaps like what you John had when you were young, a deep hole with ‘toilet seats’ over the
top out the back, or a number of them, for adults and children together or separately, men and women
separate or together, whatever they want. Or compost western toilets or whatever, possibly trying
various options until they are happy with their living arrangements. And rain water as much as possible
with mains back up if necessary.
But understanding that the providers are to be flexible, expecting it all to be a continual mess and with
nothing working because the people themselves are unable to make it happen.
And then build it up from there, for example:
Do you need heating in winter, and what sort, fires outside / inside / electrical?
How do you want to keep clean, pest and parasite free?
How do you want to cook and prepare your food? Fires and more traditional ways, or western?
What sort of food, more bush-tucker, what sort of western, all trying to keep the sugar and artificial stuff
to a minimum.
Alcohol / Dope, yes, no – how much? With them working it out to limit the abuse of women and child
beating when pissed.
Do you want contraception; what sort of marriage – is there a marriage format that suits you, or none at
all? Breaking each part of life and society down to its grassroots and seeing what comes taking bits
from the old and new and making up new bits.
So it’s the same really for the Sanctuaries: how do the people in them want to live, what suits those
people the best. And even though without the people there from the outset to work it out, at least that is
the philosophy.
And the other main part as you expand out from the personal and home, to:
Living as a Community
Their whole security, as with us all, comes from being part of and feeling accepted and welcome and
loved by the group. They had only their tribal groups for 60,000+ years, the group was everything and
ensured their survival, whereas we westerners seem to despise it, living so separately and scared of our
neighbours. So how can they foster as much community living and community / tribal spirit which is
already so innate within them, and which is what everyone who lives with them and opens themselves
out to them loves about them, that they are so open-hearted making everyone feel welcome and with so
little judgement, they being so accepting and not like us – rejecting.
How do you want the houses / dwelling / living areas laid out? Separate, like we do in the West, or one
long communal ‘house’ or many ‘houses’ joined to each other or very nearby.
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And what about a large community area, possibly a place where the evening meals are all prepared on a
group basis, like a big shed that provides storage, and shelter in the wet, but mostly with all the activity
at the end of the day and moving into evening and night taking place in a communal ground outside. So
some lighting for the ‘meeting area’ and perhaps areas for open cooking in the ground, spit, BBQs,
whatever they want.
And the encouragement of their self-expression in artistic ways, plays, theatre, song and dance, based on
traditional stuff if they want; but also, and more importantly, new stuff, even bits from western and other
cultures, all to find their Own Voice. So again, they are the New Community, the New Aborigines of
the New World, if you like, something they can forge through their own natural creative desires. (The
same being for our Spiritual Sanctuaries.)
Along with the idea of fostering a strong supportive community is the notion and understanding that
everyone needs everyone else to play their part, to be part of the whole, so to develop pride in their
community, giving them a feeling like they are starting again, taking some of their old ways and adding
new ways, that the old is over but there is hope of a new. So they won’t want to litter and smash
everything or continue living in a pig sty. But ensuring all they have and all they do is done without
western expectations, no obligation, just to see how they evolve through their own feelings – what feels
right and best for them.
And with the whole community, including everyone right from the baby being involved in all aspects of
it. So they all help prepare the meals, and clean up afterwards, the children are involved so it’s fun and
they learn to take responsibility, they are not just to go off mucking about parentless all the time fucking
around, as they want to be close and included and part of it all.
The community provides the law and punishment, also having to accept the outside laws and ways too.
And providing buses / vans / cars, whatever for the community, with the idea that it all belongs to
everyone, that it’s not about accumulating wealth, that it’s about growing the wealth of the community
as a whole. So with the emphasis not on ‘having things’ but on ‘having each other’, which they are
already so much like. So if they are all on the dole, that money goes into a group community trust with
everyone involved as to how it’s spent and with weekly pocket money given out for personal use. And
if someone wants something extra they can ask for it and the ‘elders’, who are basically the whole
community, can talk, discuss and agree / disagree / prioritise it. So: why do you want it?
And the idea that it’s not about trying to emulate or fit in with western standards of living, as they are all
community and personal soul and spirit destroying. That they are setting out to live Their Own Way,
based on mutual love and respect for the individual and for the whole community.
If they are open to it, to introduce the principles of:
Living Feelings First
So instilling the idea based on consent from the whole community, that it will try to live expressing ALL
feelings, good and bad. That we all have good and bad ones, and that we all should be encouraged to
bring them out. Not deny them. To keep bringing them all out for the wellbeing of the person and the
community as a whole. To encourage everyone to discuss and ague and state their opinions strongly and
emotionally / rationally about everything, all happening naturally as part of their everyday life and
without trying to structure or formalise it. So the whole community is constantly ‘Meeting’, and Having
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a Meeting / In a Meeting, discussing and sharing EVERYTHING. So everyone feels intimately
involved, are a necessary, vital and very needed part of it all, from the youngest to the oldest. So they
are all personally and closely involved with each other on the feelings level.
A lot of people, particularly the men, will find continually expressing their feelings difficult, but the
community can support and encourage them. This will put the women more naturally in a power and
leading position as everyone understands the real spiritual health of the community is maintained
through ongoing feeling expression.
Then along with this, the notion and desire (showing it is a good thing through experience of doing it) of
longing for the truth of one’s feelings can be introduced.
And then even possibly longing for the Divine Love, and other higher spiritual concepts, such as the
Rebellion and Default and the Healing and so on, but not religiously, just it all being part of the natural
world. Even with the whole idea that they are setting out to live The New Way, to grow in truth through
their feelings to become of Celestial Truth.
Such communities would need gentle training, nurturing and keeping on track until the people
themselves can do it all. And money would be needed to support it all, along with encouraging paid
work so they can build everything, get and even grow their own food if they want to, even being able to
work in the western world, yet all for becoming financially, and in every other way, self-sustaining.
They earn money for the community, the whole, with the whole deciding how it’s spent. And it all
being voluntary, willingly, wanting to be part of the community. With the community not necessarily
being closed to the outside world system, but it deciding how much and whom it wants to let in.
Tourists might even want to come and be part of it, it might also be open to include other races
permanently living there, so not just Aborigines for example. That’s all part of evolving the New,
should it move along those line with the community agreeing to it.
Disputes and people leaving and others joining will be part of it, as it won’t of course suit everyone, but
that is just more for the community to work through, expressing all they think and feel about
everything. And people can move between communities, with the communities helping facilitate such
movement, so people can share and learn from each other.
Summary:
So can you see how we can apply these principles to our Spiritual Sanctuaries, as well as applying them
to possibly other communities who might want to live their version of them. So not everyone we ‘help’
needs to fit into a Sanctuary type community as such, the main ones being wholly spiritually focused,
but also adapting willing communities and working with them along these lines.
So the main principles are:
The person – how they are and how they want to live.
The community – how the people want to make it.
Living Feelings First.
So with the aim of exemplifying: loving, accepting and supporting the individual, encouraging them to
fully express her / himself. And the same with the community, it being an evolving expression of
everyone. So the community provides the nurturing ‘womb’ for the individual.
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CHALDI COLLEGE – EDUCATION:

Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven and James 28 July 2017

James: John has been wondering about how to set up schools and schooling under a tree, in keeping
with it all being opposite to what we’re all used to, can you give him any suggestions or point him in the
direction he should look?
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: These are some ideas he can consider – just
suggestions John, we won’t say it has to be this or that way, as you know, it’s for you to
work things out. So basically, what would you like John – how would you have liked
school to be?
Schooling is voluntary. It should be made to be something children want to do, not something that’s
forced on them.
It should be fun, as in keeping the whole focus on making them feel good about all they are doing. Not
artificially praising them or praising them over their peers, but just supporting and being personal with
them, allowing them to respond and find their own way.
It should not be separated into classes based on age. Classes should involve all ages, for example, the
younger ones can learn and watch and be helped by the older ones, but not forcing the older ones to help
the younger, all voluntary and what would naturally happen, more like in a big loving family rather than
segregated because of age or whatever. Perhaps the 5, or less, to 10 in one group, 11 to 16 in another.
Teachers are to be able to deal with children of all ages, and work to allow the student to progress at the
students own pace. Special or extra schooling can be provided when necessary to students that want
more.
The subjects should all be practically oriented. Everything offered and so accepted voluntarily.
Reading, writing and basic arithmetic, all so as to help the child deal with the real world. Other subjects
like psychology – morals and ethics, love and friendship, acceptance and tolerance of ALL feelings,
particularly bad ones, resolving disagreements, expressing feelings and yet not necessarily acting on
them – particularly the bad ones, all based around how to respect and treat other people how you’d like
to be treated. And how if you hurt by infringing upon another's will, then you will have to suffer that
same amount of hurt, either now or in spirit. And about the Feeling Healing, what happens when you
feel bad feelings, how to look to your feelings for their truth, so as to grow in understanding of yourself,
nature, life, other people, and God – the whole spiritual aspect, including the Divine Love and Mother
and Father, yet no religious indoctrination. The history, culture, place in the world. How to integrate
with the modern world, computers, phones, internet, etc. Sport, play, arts, creative lessons and
involvement. How to live and respect nature, the natural world, the environment, hygiene, natural
health, sex, contraception, abortion and so on – about the person, the body, things to dispel myth and
falseness, general science. Trades, technical work, hands on experience – building stuff, ways to use
one’s mind to do what one wants to do.
Duration of classes, half a day, longer when older for those wanting to learn more, homework voluntary
and at the child's initiative – wanting to do it.
School is just part of life, not separate to life. Part of the family, tribe, society, not separate from it.
Inclusion of other adults, parents, family members, as aides, helpers, teachers, together with professional
teachers. Lots of people, and in particular older people (who also have the time), are natural teachers
and should be encouraged even though they've not been specifically trained. One can only learn a
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certain amount being taught to be a teacher, yet in reality, very few trained teachers have any real natural
feeling for it. The more the 'teacher' makes their pupil feel the pupil is the important one, and the
teacher is only there to help them if they need their help, and not to stuff it down their throats whether
they like it or not, is where to begin. And how a child of differing ages learns, is as varied as the
children themselves. So the more 'teachers' the better, and that means the child can gravitate to the
'teacher' that best suits them, rather than having to spend a whole year with someone you hate and you
feel hates you.
University for higher learning, full on, voluntary, free, all information on any subject available with
competent teachers. So the student can excel should they want to.
It all being with the focus on the person, offering them things which they can try and see if they like.
Things that will help them in the world; and how to be a person living true to themselves – true to their
own feelings; and how to respect another as one respects oneself.
James: Nanna Beth, John would like any comments on the Council of Elders continuing to contact
people on Earth after he’s croaked it.
Nanna Beth: It’s as James said, there will be an increasing number of people opening up to us Celestials
for all sorts of help, once they understand who we are and how we can help. So yes John, there will
always be some main people on Earth we’ll work with. And should it all keep needing to move along
with one entity in control, such as what you’re starting out with, then yes, that is how we’ll engineer it.
Should it break up or be broken up into many entities, then we’ll be ready for and going with that. As
much as we say we are in control, we mean that we are in control instead of the mind spirits. But still
we are to work with humanity, in as much as humanity leads and we augment.
James: And Nanna Beth, I thought I’d ask you about the Religion of Feelings, as John is against a
religion of any sort because of all that religions have done to us all, do you have any thoughts on it?

Feelings First Spirituality, New Feelings Way
Nanna Beth: It’s all up to you James, what you want. Of course you’re not wanting to go and instigate
yet another religion in which people have to adhere to a set of rules because you know what will happen
to that, any rules allowing people and their controlling agendas to take control over others, is
something to be avoided at all times. However the notion of a ‘religion’, and one based on feelings,
with no fixed agenda, no rules, just founded on truths, will allow people to have some sort of structure to
relate to should they need that, but one in which they are entirely free to do whatever they feel based on
their feelings. And with the Feeling Healing and Soul Healing being at its core, then those people intent
on that will be able to work on themselves and it won’t matter to them whether they are part of
something or not.
As you understand, some people will like the idea, others won’t like the word religion and will want to
do it alone, so do whatever you feel you want to do. We don’t call it anything over here other than Our
Healing, yet we all had embraced the Divine Love before we began our Healing, however potentially
that won’t be so for a lot of people on Earth, and to say that people have to embrace the Divine Love to
do their Healing would cancel out a large amount of people and is putting a rule in place, which doesn’t
need to be there and would only get in the way.
So to call it a Religion and yet to make it as free as you are intending James, is something for you to
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decide for yourself, which really just gets down to using the word religion. And I know it appeals to you
because it is a religion that is not a religion, yet more a true religion of truth than any of the existing
religions are, so you’re showing up those religions for the untruth that they are.
Anyway, it’s what you want to do James, it’s not for us to say one way or the other. And you will do
what you want to do, you’ll hear people's complaints or if they like the idea, weigh it all up, and still do
what you want to do.
James: So you don't force or coerce anyone to do anything they don't want to do. Because who wants to
be treated that way – no one!
Feelings First is a way of living without any dogmas, creeds, rituals, cannon laws, hierarchy or
controls of any kind.

Feelings First Spirituality
Uncovering the truth of yourself through your feelings
Finding the truth of yourself through your feelings
Looking to your feelings for the truth of yourself
Discovering your true-self through your feelings
Looking to your feelings for your true self
Expressing yourself through your feelings
Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Your feelings are The Way
You Are Your Feelings
Follow your feelings
I am my Feelings
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James Moncrief – Sunday 8 September 2019
We are to Find the Truth of our Childhood.
That’s it; and find it through our feelings by directly connecting, feeling, experiencing, and most
importantly, knowing they are true by being them. We ARE our childhood, the truth is already there, it
is already within us, we are already living it, we don’t have to look anywhere else for it other than within
ourselves. All of why you are what you do, say and live, everything about how you are and how you
conduct yourself in life, is all what your childhood was. You grew into being the adult you are because
of the childhood you had, we can’t be a different adult that’s not a direct and complete product and
result of our childhood. And if you take away the time element, we are still our childhood, our life is
still manifesting how it was for us as a child. We can believe and pretend all we want that we are
different to how we were as a child, that having become adult we can leave our childhood behind and
move on becoming the adult we want to be. No, we think we can do that, yet we can’t. We can’t do
anything that’s not already done, we are still effectively living our childhood and being as we were in it,
and that’s within all the different times and phases of it, all which adds up to being one big, often
contradictory, mess of ideas, beliefs and opinions about ourselves.
And we can’t be anything else other than what we are, which is how it was for us through our childhood,
yet we fail to see it because we’re not fully connected with those parts of ourselves and all the
corresponding feelings that will help us see it. So we are to find the truth of ourselves – hence: the truth
of our childhood. Because in knowing the whole truth of our childhood and being it, being aware that
we are it, connects us as adults fully with ourselves back then. You know how it was for you, because
you feel it, your feelings tell you, show you, and there’s no avoiding or denying them, because they are
expressing (by making you feel) the truth of how it was for you, how it has always been since
conception, and how it will remain until the Mother and Father transform you out of your untrue state –
out of your unloving childhood.
So our Healing is about finding the truth of ourselves from the beginning, which equates to the truth of
our whole childhood, because it’s our childhood that made us be as we are. And because we were so
heavily interfered with and prevented from being our natural true selves, so we have to ‘Heal’ all the
damage that was done to us. Healing ourselves by seeing the truth of ourselves. So by acknowledging
all our feelings, and by wanting to find and uncover the whole truth of our childhood, we work
progressively deeper into ourselves, bringing to light all that happened to us to make us be as we are.
And part of that is to help us see how much of our childhood and forming was true and loving, and how
much was untrue and unloving.
And presumably, once we’ve brought to light within us the whole truth of our childhood, then the good,
true parts, those founded on true love, will remain; and the bad, that which was founded on untruth, will
be transformed out of us by God through our soul.
As a forming and developing child, we don’t have enough of ourselves to find and so experience the
whole truth of what’s going on. But as adults we do. And if we grew up in a fully true and loving
situation and environment with only loving and true relationships, then as an adult that’s how we’d be
feeling completely loved and true, happily wanting to bring to light all the positive influences that
affected us through our childhood, all of which would be a very enjoyable and loving experience.
Whereas because we grew up in rebellion against Truth and Love being forced to be mostly untrue and
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unloving, and even possibly completely untrue and unloving, then it’s not enjoyable going back bringing
to light and expressing all our hurt and pain.
We start out not knowing anything about how it is for us through our childhood; or at best, a minimal
amount as some people and families are more feeling expressive and self-aware. And through our
Healing we have to get to know it all, because we are it, so we’re getting to know ourselves – which for
many people will equate to getting to know their shit-start in life. And once we’ve brought to light the
truth of our childhood, then we can leave it, moving on bringing the truth to light of being a true adult.
Which is what The Urantia Book means by saying we become true universal spiritual citizens once we
are living a Celestial level of truth. So the Mansion Worlds are really provided for us to uncover the
truth of our childhood, to see how it was for us, and consequently, how we lived as a child. And they
are really only for that, and not so much for us to set about righting all that we find out is wrong within
us. We are to only see and so uncover the truth of ourselves. As far as fixing ourselves, or changing or
transforming ourselves, that is up to God.
The Mansion Worlds are called probationary worlds, ones in which we can settle the Law of
Compensation within our untrue states and continue living against ourselves and the Truth, furthering
our truth and self denial; and ones in which we can do our ‘Healing’ to see the whole truth of our untrue
state. Which we can now do either in the Mansion Worlds themselves, or on Earth.
So there is no avoiding the truth of your childhood if you want to ascend beyond the Mansion Worlds.
And the fact that none of the spiritual or religious systems on Earth are wholly devoted to helping people
bring to light the truth of their childhood through their feelings, shows what a terrible state we’re all in.
Imagine if the whole world was focused on helping everyone bring to light the hidden truth of
themselves, and so the truth of their childhood. It certainly would be a different way to live and so a
different world we’d live in.
We can’t actually fix anything from our childhood. We can’t, only God can. And God will when we’ve
brought to light all the truth of it that God wants us to see. We can undergo therapy (and some truth
might come to light), go to the doctor, do whatever we do trying to feel better, all trying to get rid of our
bad childhood, all trying to fit in with the beliefs we have from our childhood of how we should be in
the world, yet it’s only at best scratching the surface. God, through our soul, won’t allow us to change
anything from our childhood anyway, at least not until we’ve seen and brought to light and fully
connected through our feelings with all the truth of it. There’d be no point God subjecting us to such
horror if we could make it all go away before we found the truth of what it was all about and why God
made our childhood as it was. So we can do a little, or so we think, adjusting ourselves this way and
that, however even those adjustments we come to see through our Healing are ‘allowed’ because we’re
still just doing them within our prevailing childhood patterns. And there are what seems like endless
levels within us of which we’re composed, which you would expect because of the enormity of being
God’s children, and so there’s quite a scope for us to move or play around in entertaining ourselves by
believing we’ve changed the foundations and results of our childhood. So as we can’t actually change
ourselves, all we can do is want to uncover the truth of our childhood and live that truth. All of which
involves vast amounts of self-acceptance, which gradually comes with the truth, growing in the
acceptance that this is how you are, how God wants you to be having this experience, given the
childhood you had, and there’s nothing you can do about it. Other than keep on expressing every feeling
that comes up, as you long for the truth of your childhood, wanting to live true to yourself.
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♥ You truly love your children, devoting yourself to them,
wanting nothing more than for them to grow up and be as
they want to be?

♥ You believe you truly love your children, believing you
are devoted to them, wanting them be as you want them
to be?
~~~~~~

♥ You love your child more than you love your pet?

♥ You love your pet as much as your child, treating it as if it is
another child?

♥ You love your pet more than your child?

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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Messages from Mary and Jesus
SOUL:

by James Moncrief
Messages from Mary and Jesus – Jesus 11 April 2003

Your soul, James, as I just read your thought wanting me to write about it, is not in your head, it is in
your heart. It is not in your physical heart, and not even in your spirit heart, but is in the heart of your
personality. It exists outside of Creation. It exists as the Mother and Father do in Existential reality. It
just IS. It is not a part of Creation and so does not evolve according to the Laws of Creation, but it does
progress or evolve in light-of-experience, and the love-light that comes from the Divine Love of the
Father and Mother. And I will not go any further in this James, as you are to reveal more about the soul
with the help of other friends of yours here in spirit (not that you know them yet) who are patiently
waiting their turn to write of such things to you in the days to come.
The soul is not in the mind. The mind and brain are merely attributes of it. They are parts of you, your
soul has brought into Creation, so that you as a personality can experience love. Those in the natural
love spirit worlds do not know of the soul and its true nature, because they are not partaking of the
Divine Love thereby becoming soul-conscious. They continue to believe it does exist, because others
and I have said it does, so they have woven beliefs around what they believe it to be. And as I said, they
will get a great shock when their soul begins to wake them up wanting the love of its Parents, for they
will realise how much time they have spent denying themselves, when they could have been actively
praying each day to the Mother and Father for Their Love.
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DIMENSIONS of ONE’S EXISTENCE:
Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole
different level or plane or place or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation, it’s not
experiential like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of Creation by expressing their
personalities into Creation, and then by having their personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
SOUL exists existentially

Our Physical Body and our Spirit Body are of
Creation, being linked together by cords of light as are
the two spirit bodies, male and female, to the one Soul.

One’s unique personality is soul based. Our unique soul
expresses its unique personality through the two spirit bodies
and physical bodies expressing both the male and female aspects.
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LOVE as WE ARE to EMBRACE IT:
Living true to one’s feelings with our Heavenly Parent’s Love is our pathway.
The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings
Message 26
Uralia (Joanne)

–

Uralia Speaks

by James Moncrief
1 January 2003

When you embrace the Mother and Father’s Divine Love, and do your soul-healing, you are fully awake
and living your true life’s path, you are on your way to Paradise!
The Truth is already within us and all we need do is bring it out. We don’t have to go looking for it, and
learn it from an outside source, as it is within us right from conception. The Mother and Father have
given it to us in our soul. Our souls are made of truth – they contain it all, and it’s waiting to come forth
if we want it to, and more importantly – ALLOW it to. T o every well-meaning parent: try and bear this
in mind. Your child, that little helpless person lying there in front of you, has within her or his soul all
truth, and if you don’t interfere with it, if you allow it to fully express itself, it will naturally through the
course of its life reveal this truth.
The great challenge to a parent is to not get in the way of its own child; to not take over and tell it what
to do, what to say, what to feel and when, and how to behave. DON’T TELL YOUR CHILD HOW TO
DO ANYTHING EXCEPT WHEN IT ASKS FOR HELP. It is the parent’s responsibility to show its
child by being the living way, the living truth for it, the living example for it to emulate, not to control
and dominate with a heavy hand and a fierce voice. If you truly love your child then you will see it as
an emerging soul who contains all the truth within itself, needing only your love and support to protect it
and encourage it to express all it feels. And protecting and supporting it means learning how the Mother
and Father protects and supports you, you being Their child, and you then loving your child as They love
you. Your child looks to you and you look to Them, and They will show you the way through your
feelings as you bring out the truth of yourself, just as your child will show itself its way through its
feelings, as it too brings out the truth of itself.
Your child will ask you to help it when it needs it. You only have to be there for it. When your child
asks of you something you cannot give, don’t be mistaken in feeling you are being criticised for not
being able to give everything, as this will cause you to over react by telling your child what to do. In
your negative state you can’t give all, as you are still in need yourself. You can’t give what you don’t
have. If you take control your child will resist saying: no I don’t want to do what you are telling me to
do. Stop making me try and do it. I want you to love me! I want you to love me how I need to be
loved. And this is exactly the same longing with which we reach out to the Mother and Father: with a
longing and need to be loved by Them with all the expectation that They will and that we will get what
WE WANT.
We want our Heavenly Parents’ love just as we wanted, and still want until we’ve healed it, our parents’
love. When our parents didn’t give it to us we developed the belief that it would not come and so many
of us have a belief that it will not come from the Mother and Father as well. We don’t even try or bother
to ask Them for Their Love as we naturally would, as we did naturally try to do with our parents. We
need to re-ignite or reawaken our longing for love. And we need to believe that it is there for us to have.
Jesus came to tell us that the Divine Love of our Father is there for us, and Mary has revealed the same
for our Mother, together with the way to heal all our incorrect belief; all the wrong beliefs and error that
have deadened our longing and inhibit us making us scared to try. We tried countless times to get our
parents’ love, but they refused to give it how we needed it. They gave us ‘love’ conditionally, all
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according to how they wanted to do it – all
without considering our feelings. So this
‘love’ made us feel rejected over and over, and
now we’re terrified of being rejected. We are
also scared that if we ask the Mother and
Father for Their Love They too will reject us.
And if this happens, to whom can we go to?
We are faced with the end.
You were rejected by your parents and still
live in that state of rejection, and will forever
until you do your healing. But it was your
earthly parents who rejected you NOT your
Heavenly Parents; They are waiting for you to
love Them, to WANT THEM WITH ALL
YOUR HEART AND WITH ALL YOUR
STRENGTH OF WILL. They want you to
love Them and only Them, to give all of
yourself to Them, and then They can shower
you with all the love you need in ways you
will not have dreamed of.

GOD
Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Mind

Pathway

The Mother and Father have always loved
you, They can’t not love you, and never will
not love you.
It's just that through the
Rebellion and Default we are rejecting Them,
effectively turning our backs on Them saying:
we don’t want Your love, we know what’s best
for us, we can look after ourselves, we can do it all ourselves, go away and leave us alone – WE DO
NOT WANT YOUR DIVINE LOVE! So when we long to Them we are now saying: we don’t want to
reject You, we are wrong, please Love us and help us see the errors of our ways.
Your relationship with the Mother and Father is completely conditioned by the relationship with your
parents. If you love or hate your parents, within you, even if you are not aware of it, you will love or
hate your soul-Parents. You cannot freely love and live in truth with Them until you have healed
yourself of all the evil, sin and error that exists as a result of your parenting. All that is unloving and not
of love. And we are all of it. That is the condition of Earth. So as you heal your wrongness divesting
and separating yourself from your negative unloving relationship with your parents, so will you be also
clearing and opening the way for you to have a more personal loving relationship with Them.
If you are having difficulty asking the Mother and Father for Their Divine Love, ask Them to help you
see the cause in you that is giving you the problem. Ask Them to show you the truth as to why you are
feeling as you are. And ask Them to help you to ‘see’ it. “Ask and you shall receive”, but you have to
want to both ask and receive. Have you asked with the intention of really WANTING to know the
answer? You are wasting your time if you ask or pray without really wanting to know the truth about
yourself. You have to come clean and squarely face yourself, and try to be as honest with yourself as
you can; and really decide for yourself if you do really want to know. And then with all your want, ask,
even if you believe it’s not much. And even if you are not being honest: either you can’t but would like
to, or you have doubts about yourself, bring it all out, open up, and confess to the Mother and Father all
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your feelings of doubt, uncertainty, confusion and any negativity about yourself. This is the way to
knowing yourself. By admitting to your self what you truly think and feel in each and every situation in
life. It may sound like a lot to do, but at least you can begin by WANTING to do it. It is all in the
wanting; in the desiring. If you really want to do it, then your will is active and it will take you along
the way you want to go. “Where there is a will, there is a way”, and this is true; but it is your will and
your way that you must want to live – and NO ONE ELSE’S – ESPECIALLY YOUR PARENTS.
Your parents are standing in the way of you and the Mother and Father. They are in you, you have
accepted them, and more so than you know until you do your healing. You are a mixture of them with
yourself struggling to fit in somewhere if you’re lucky. If your parents gave you some slack you may
have a little of yourself, if they totally consumed you, then you are starting from scratch to find yourself.
This you will find out as you go. However, no matter how bad you are, whatever your state is, if you
want to live true and live the Mother and Father’s Way: live as They want you to; and you want to ask
Them for Their Divine Love, then all you need do is long: long to Them for Their Divine Love.
Want with the expectation to get what you want. Be in no hurry and try not to condition it, even though
unconsciously you will, but WANT to try not to. Try to be open to allow the Mother and Father to show
you for yourself Their Way, and in Their time, for it will be what is right and true and good for you.
And They will show you THROUGH YOUR FEELINGS – and in no other way. You'll simply feel to do
what you want to do. And as you progress in your healing, what you feel you want to do, will become
truer.
TRUTH PATHWAY

MIND PATHWAY

Mother Father (MF – God)
Eternal Son (ES)
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Divine Minister (DM)
Humanity & Angels (HA)
Consider a diamond:

MF

(Truth) ES

ID (Mind)

Divine Love
Truth

Natural Love
Mind

MJ

DM

(Right pathway)
( for Humanity )
Humanity

HA

(Wrong pathway)
( for Humanity )
Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature

Humanity is to pursue the pathway for Truth through one’s soul based feelings, this is the
right pathway. However, humanity commences its journey founded on natural love, which
we now know is to be perfected through one’s Feeling Healing process and then made
divine through asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love.
For 200,000 years, humanity has pursued the pathway of the Mind, being that of the brain,
this is the wrong pathway. The Mind is the pathway for Angels and that of all of Nature.
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Messages from Mary and Jesus

book 2

by James Moncrief

18 May 2003

I want to go over the thoughts you had yesterday that were inspired by your feelings, as they set out
clearly what went wrong with the relationship with your parents; although, I will present these thoughts
conceptually and not personally as you experienced them. Mary.
As a soul coming into creation, you are love, all love, and you want to be accepted so that you can give
and receive and experience all the facets of love. Love is all things and all experiences and so your
push into life is one of love, it is a loving act. And, if it is met with love and you are welcomed,
accepted and wanted, then you experience good feelings – if you are not welcomed, accepted or wanted,
bad feelings. And as you know there is a very substantial difference between good and bad feelings,
between love and being accepted and wanted, and not loved, being unwanted and rejected. To express
your soul’s love you don’t have to do anything, it just naturally happens if it – you – are being accepted.
As a person in the womb, then as an infant person, then a young child person, you naturally give love,
you are beaming with it, as it is the life force driving you into being. And the Mother and Father have
lovingly made you adorable as a new-born, infant and young child, giving you every chance of being
welcomed openly and lovingly. The baby animal is so much loved for its cute innocence and
helplessness, with the human baby all the more adorable, when it's yours. So many people want the
baby and are happy when it comes, but later reject it as it grow s up.
Rejection of the child as it grows older is obvious compared to it being adored as a young infant,
but what is not so obvious is right from conception, a moments rejection can affect the forming
embryo; a moments rejection during pregnancy can affect that moments development of the
foetus, and this rejection can have severe results. It can seriously retard the development of the
newly forming person; it can lay down the foundations of rejection and self-denial patterns – it is
the beginning of the negative mind being formed. Deformities: physical, mental and emotional,
can occur, all of which reflect the state of the parents’ relationship with their child. All
deformities and illnesses and problems that arise in pregnancy to affect the newly born child,
come from its moment-to-moment relationship with its parents from conception onwards. As to
why not all children are born retarded or deformed because of the impact of the parents’ negative
condition is determined by the needs of the soul, what the soul of that child / person requires to
experience from the negative condition – to begin life with.
Scientists will say that such retardation and deformities are the result of gene deficiency and other
environmental factors, but these things are only secondary, they are used by the soul to help express the
negative condition the newly forming child is experiencing from its parents. EVERYTHING BEGINS
WITH RELATIONSHIPS; RELATIONSHIPS ARE THE KEY TO EVERYTHING. No defective child
will ever be born; will ever need to be born, to parents that are of a Celestial level of truth and of a
positive mind. That is because the parent / child relationship will always be perfect and all-loving. Our
souls are perfect having been created based on a Perfect Pattern. So if they are allowed to perfectly
express themselves – us – in Creation, then we would be perfect, we’d never show any imperfection.
The imperfections only reflect the inability of the soul to express its personality perfectly in Creation,
and such inability only happens when it's stopped from doing so, when something like another will, that
of your parents, imposes itself on you, stopping you freely expressing yourself. You might think that
an embryo of only two cells or four could not possibly feel rejected or unloved, but in that you would be
mistaken. It doesn’t feel it as you would feel it now, but it does feel it as an embryo does. And how it
feels is determined on subtle levels based on the light from its experience. If it doesn’t experience its
parents’ light as it requires to give it a good experience, one of love, then this negative light is registered
and recorded by the soul as a negative experience, and will await the day when you allow this negative
light to come forth being expressed through your healing. This might be difficult to understand, but
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everything is really only light, soul (existential) or Creational (experiential) light, and when the light is
interfered with in any way, then this is evil or negative.

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.
The reality is you are all conceived defective, in and of the negative, although not everyone manifests
this defectiveness or retardation, this negative interference, in a physical, mental or emotional
deformity. Most of you express it spiritually with your physical, mental and emotional being relatively
normal. Spiritually you are all defective, you all live in and on a detention world, and die moving to
live on other detention worlds – the Mansion Worlds (spirit worlds 1 – 7). These are not imprisonment
worlds like the world the leaders of the Rebellion now live on, however they are worlds that are cut off
from a regular and normal relationship with the universe of Nebadon. You are all alone, you don’t
share your Mansion Worlds with other ascending spirits from other mortal worlds, because you don’t
have true relationships. In your relationships you are alone, in your families you are alone, even in the
best of a seemingly loving relationship, you are alone. So this isolation is reflected in the bigger
picture, and will only change when individuals do their healing and understand the depths to which they
do feel unloved and alone.
Right from the moment of your conception you need to be wanted, 100%, anything less and you will
feel not wanted, not as loved as you want and need to be, so not as able to express yourself. And this is
how you are all introduced to this world. You are all welcomed at conception with a slap in the face,
and when you are born, a slap on the other end. And this sets the tempo of life, which in most cases
only gets worse.
As I have said, even the most loving of parents (unless they have done their soul-healing) are not as
loving as their child needs them to be. You are all fighting a losing battle. So what you feel in those
beginning months is that you are not being as welcomed and accepted as you want to be. You feel bad,
restricted, and not able to express yourself. You cannot just be. You feel a force on you, one that is
restricting you, holding you back, preventing you from being how you want to be. And naturally you
want to fight this force so you become angry. Your emerging will tries to rectify the problem and this
is done with anger.
How you experience your anger in the womb or when you are a few days old, is not how you
experience anger when you are six years old, but to your soul it is the same. Any restriction placed on
your will is experienced or registered in your soul, and it will stay there until you do your healing. And
then when you heal it, it will come out through all your systems. And as an adult when you experience
it through your healing, you’ll know where exactly it’s coming from. You will feel and perceive it, and
know it was anger from when you were in the womb or just after you were born or when you were six
years old. Your soul will show you the truth, it will cognise it in your mind for you to understand what
you are feeling, but only when first you honour and accept and want to know the truth of your feelings.
Being so small all you can do is love, you just want to be wanted – accepted. If your parents totally
wanted you then the expression of your personality would have somewhere to go and be well received.
You wouldn’t feel like a helpless blob on the bed wondering what your life is all about, wondering why
you feel alone, cold, abandoned, rejected. You would feel that every bit of you was being warmly
soaked up into them, and the pleasure they would be experiencing in wanting you, would in turn be
their love coming back to you. And as you feel their love coming back, you would feel full acceptance
of yourself. So in a sense, and in truth, you would be loving yourself. Your love, your personality
expression, is going out into Creation, into the world – into your parents, and the world – they – would
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be giving it all right back to you; and you would feel very loved, completely happy and contented
without a fear in the world, willing and wanting to forge into life as much and as fully as you can in
each and every moment. And if your parents accepted and kept on truly wanting you in every moment,
then you’d grow up knowing only self-love, self-acceptance; feeling confident and not scared, angry,
miserable, depressed, with rejection being a long way off. You would then also have a huge natural
capacity to love and be loved, and if you felt rejected in any way it would immediately make you feel
bad and you would be able to deal with it and see why you were feeling it. But it would not crush you
making you feel your life is threatened, crushing you out of existence.
Instead of this loving scenario, you have reflected back to you is no love, rejection and anger. Your
will tries to get what you want, love, and so you protest when you are not happy, but often this only
brings more retaliation upon you, more anger and rejection. So what you feel the world is telling you,
the whole world being your parents when you are small, is that it does not want you, does not welcome
you, does not accept you, and is not loving. And this you then apply to yourself. You are too small to
differentiate between yourself and your parents and the world, everything, for all you know and
perceive, is still you.
Full differentiation does not begin until the time when your Indwelling Spirit arrives about six years old,
and is completed at sexual maturity. Until then where you begin and end is not so clear, and when you
are in their womb and newly born there is virtually no separation. So what your parents are feeling
about themselves you feel; how they treat themselves is how they treat you, so you learn this, it
becomes you, so you treat yourself in the same way. The feedback you receive from them is what you
take on and identify with as your individuation takes place. You know nothing else other than what is
reflected back to you by your parents, and this goes on and on at all levels – physical, emotional,
mental, spiritual and on the will level. You are multi dimensional, experiencing on all these levels at
once.
So you might appear to your parents to be a nice, good, quite and contented baby, when the reality is
inside you are frightened to the extent of not being able to put up any fight any longer. What you see
on the surface is not necessarily what is being experienced on the deeper inner levels. Your torture
does not all have to show on the physical. You may never have a physical aliment, but still that does
not mean you are living a perfect life of love. Most of you only go by what you see, and do not worry
about and even dismiss what you feel, and this is where the greatest problems lie.
As you grow up, the feedback you receive conditions you into becoming completely negative – negative
towards yourself. How you treat yourself as an adult is the outworking of this. You inwardly blame
yourself for all the rejection you feel, and you believe that all you are, and can be, is rejected and not
loved, to the extent that you felt from your parents. You may believe that as an adult, finally away
from the control of your parents, you can get the career you want and the money you need to go and eat
all the takeaways you want, indulging your free time on your own pleasure. You can turn on the
television and relax, have a drink or a few, smoke, take drugs, work more, have a family and children,
have a full life; but if you analysis it all, as you will through your healing, you will see that all these
things are not actually good for you, and are in fact hurting you, and the whole life you are living is bad
and wrong for you. You will see it is all controlled and conditioned by your parental influences, and
you are just a product of this – of them.
As we have said, you live in relativities all within the negative. You might not like your job, but with
the money you make up for the trial of having to go to work by living it up on the weekends, or in your
spare time. You believe the job is bad, but at least you are enjoying some good things that are your
own. But they are not good, for it is all still bad, just one thing not as bad as another. Your soul will
never be happy going to the bar and getting drunk, using such things as a replacement for the love it
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needs. Neither will it feel content and fulfilled by having children believing they will fill the gap of
love-depravity you feel. All such love substitutes are not love and will only keep your negative
patterns in place. Only love will heal your soul and make you feel whole, happy, bright and alive.
Only LOVE! Love is what you missed out on, and love is what you need. The Mother and Father’s
Love is the single greatest source of love on offer to you. It would be wise to accept Their offer.
Having unloving and rejection behaviour reflected back to you as a child in varying degrees has been
the environment, or that part of Creation, in which you have formed. And you will gravitate to the part
of the world that suits your patterns and allows you to exist how you believe you should. By the time
you are an adult you will have completed your self-rejection. Instead of being completely self-loving
you will be self-rejecting, not wanting and not loving yourself. You will be living fully in rebellion
against yourself, and this is how you will remain until you do your healing.
As you heal and break down this self-rejection, slowly you will feel yourself filling up with love. And
then one day you will feel full, and then even overflowing; and then you will want to actively love
others. And you will, when your cup is overflowing, be the loving example that Jesus was and is to
you all. You will then know what it is to follow him and be the love that he is. And your soul will be
healed of all its pain, anger and denial. And you will truly be the real and true you completely
separated from the world of your parents and able to be a truly willing and loving individual, the child
of your True, Willing and Loving Heavenly Parents.
I think we have covered it all for the time being James. I want the repetition in these messages,
because, as you have experienced, it might just be put in a way slightly different from the last that
makes the reader see something or triggers a new insight or understanding. And as there is so little
expression of this truth on your world, it needs to be said and expressed a lot of times.
Mary.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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SANCTUARIES

Saturday, 5 January 2019

James: So really Nanna Beth, as far as making any plans along surviving the Pole Shift lines, the further
advanced in your Healing and preferably being Healed, would be the best way to deal with it?
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: Yes, rather than relying solely on your mind. And so if you were to
survive, then you’d be guided as to how to prepare, should that be part of what you need to do, and if
not, then you’d just adjust through your feelings. Living a feeling-led life, you’d easily make the
necessary adjustments compared to that of living with your mind in control. It might be hard to
understand, but look at a child, it can cope with virtually any new environment thrust upon it, it doesn’t
know anything about what is right and wrong so far as what has gone before, whereas adults would find
it very difficult. So an adult that is doing their Healing or having done it would be able to adapt and
approach the new life like a child would, easily.
For how you are becoming James and what your thoughts are along the lines of how would life be were
you living in a community of people all intent on doing their Healing and with some people having
completed it, to even a community of Celestial level people on Earth, how you’d live would be very
different to how your world is now. You’d mostly reject what your world is offering you, you’d form
very different social patterns, very different ways of parenting
and relating to children, with those children being free to express
themselves completely differently to the children of your current
societies, and it wouldn’t take long before all levels of your
society would change with a continual striving to become more
at-one with nature rather than abusing, dominating and
controlling it, living within its limitations rather than continually
overriding it.
You might choose to have some of what current society offers, electricity and some of the mechanical
conveniences. And if you could live without the need to work to make money to survive, no outside
government telling you how to be, and with everyone living just to survive, without the need or desire to
own land or have your own house because you didn’t feel so powerless needing to have such
possessions, and with the whole focus on life being to help you express yourself, to talk all your
thoughts and feelings out, so bring yourself out, so with a whole loving feeling and attitude toward all
you do and all the people you are with, rather than the unloving competitive one you currently have.
So the idea you have in mind for your Sanctuaries are
really the starting points for such communities to evolve.
And they’d have to start within and being dependent upon
the existing systems of government and society with the
aim to ween themselves off the limiting parts of such
systems introducing new ones to replace them, ones that
promote freedom of self-expression rather than the existing sole-destroying ones. And those Sanctuaries
would be looking at making vast changes within themselves as agreed upon by their inhabitants, with
everyone being an equal part of the whole, all happy to help each other express themselves first, with
everything coming next.
The feelings to live this way are innate within you. You desire the freedom to do as you please, and
really it’s the freedom to express all you feel, rather than the desire to do what your mind wants to do
believing what would be good for you, making you feel happy and loved. And one of your systems you
call capitalism is flawed because it’s about building capital as you believe you need it to survive and you
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wrongly look to material gain, so really you just want to be free to make all the money you want so you
can cut out your little patch and keep everyone else away from it. Then you have a more socialistic
feeling, wanting to share and help each other, with communism taking it further yet with its fault being
that the government, the elite rulers, make all the rules and the masses have to comply whether they like
it or not. But the idea of living communally and everyone working for the common good is sound, but
gets used and abused because you are all living untrue. And you have your fascist dictators who
selfishly want it all for themselves, saying you have to live according to my likes and dislikes, which is
basically how the Evil Ones (Lanonandeks – Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia and Daligastia soul partner pairs)
have controlled humanity from behind the scenes.
Truth, living the same truths that are revealed through your soul as a consequence of living true to
your feelings, is the ONLY way for you to live communally together sharing and being truly
happy. Because the truth makes you happy, and when you are happy you feel more loving and
accepting and no longer wanting to have power over others, feeling you’re happy with less and don’t
need your empire of false power to keep you feeling ‘safe and secure’, with the truth being your true
comforter. So when you feel truly comforted, you feel truly loved, and so are truly loving, as we
Celestials are, and until you are fully Healed, you’ll keep feeling unloved and without any comfort or
inner faith or true security, as you and Marion have been living more true to of late. Your latest
comforter being chocolate, you indulge in it because it tastes so good overriding your despair, misery
and feeling unloved for the moment you are eating it, this being the sad extent to which you can use
your mind to give you any comfort, as your parents deprived all the natural spiritual comfort from your
early lives. But then it backfires making you feel sick, fat and uncomfortable, it making you feel again
how bad you feel, miserable and unloved, and around you go again.
So people who are fully Healed and
living the Truth would feel so happy in
themselves, so at-one with nature and
the world, not afraid of other people,
not relating to each other as you
related to your unloving parents,
thereby wanting to live in a system that
expresses that inner security, happiness
and love. So you’d build your world
to reflect your inner world, how could
you do anything else, and your
children would be conceived into the
true and comforting world in the
womb of the mother and then being
born into the world, the womb of the
father and mother, as it grows up
feeling completely safe and secure,
loved and completely free to express
all it feels. And that world you’d
build, would end up being the
complete opposite to the world you are currently living it – a material world and society that expresses
the unloving hostile state, which is your inner world. And your children are tortured in the womb, made
to feel unloved right from their first moment, are born into more unlovingness, and learn to cope and
‘survive’ within it, with some people becoming very ‘successful’ and passing on that ability to their
children.
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So the world is unloving, whereas you imagine the Sanctuaries would become increasingly loving
places, which they would as they grew and evolved to reflect the increasing truth lived by their
community members. And those true and loving communities would stand a far better chance of
surviving such a cataclysmic Pole Shift than your existing unloving and untrue communities.
James: Thank you Nanna Beth.
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Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: It’s because you’re changing James and I am able to work within
your mind in a more focused way. And further to what I was saying to you, I am, our soulgroup is,
being stretched to its maximum capacity dealing with you. You have no idea how much you are putting
us through, which we love, and want more than anything, but we are having to learn so much about all
aspects of life and particularly concerning life with the Avonal Pair.
As I’ve told you before, you have no idea as to the strength of your light that you and Marion carry in
your soul of Truth. And so being always attuned to you, causes us to always feel and be in that light,
which has quite an effect upon us. Again it’s hard for me to describe, however we don’t have a normal
Celestial life because of our personal involvement with you, we have an altered one, something that’s
very unusual, again something that’s not happened before. Normally on a true world, you James would
have little personally to do with us Celestials, you’d work almost exclusively with the Melchizedeks and
the Adamic Pair, and perhaps some of the more advanced mortals whilst you were on Earth, but nothing
in the capacity in which we are having to educate you about yourself through my talking regularly with
you.
Ordinarily with you and Marion being true, such truth that we talk about would naturally come up within
you, it being second nature, and you can feel it there within you, however you enjoy deferring to us
wanting me to talk with you which helps to unite us in the Celestial spheres with you and other people
on Earth, something that is also unique. And so because we Celestials are not ‘programmed’ to deal
with this, it not being an ordinary part of our ascent through Nebadon, so we’re continually being moved
into different areas within ourselves, exploring parts of our personality that might have been explored
with time, but nothing like at the constant speed you’re making us. And really it’s the same for John,
it’s the same for everyone who comes into your personal orbit and wants to grow in truth, they will feel
the intensity with you, which you are purposely withholding. But when you ‘come of age’ and are free
to ‘just be your true Avonal self’ then things will get very intense for some people and us spirits.
As I’ve told you, all of this is new for me, I had no idea or interest in such things, and that’s how it’s
going to be for a lot of people who find that for one reason or another they will have a lot to do with you
and Marion. You will help them move into parts of themselves that they don’t know are within them, all
along the lines of advancing spiritually.
So the impact of your light of truth on the world is going to be huge. The world basically doesn’t know
what it’s in for. And depending on how much you both ‘come out’ into the world, will determine how
much of an impact you will personally have. We’ve been told certain things, but not much, as it’s really
for all of us a ‘wait and see’ proposition, but from what we see going on so far as all we’ve been asked
to do in preparation along with the angels, one might think that you and Marion, or the light of your
truth at least, will not remain hidden away. You might remain more aloof in your personal lives, and not
moving out into the world, but that’s not going to stop the light of your truth, which might seem like a
nebulous thing, but it’s very real and will deeply affect everyone whether they know it or not. So that’s
what we’re preparing for.
So it’s quite possible Pascas becomes a vehicle for you to do what you’ll want to do in the world so far
as getting the truth out, and not something that includes everything else that John has envisaged. John
might find, and I’m telling you this John just to consider, not as gospel, that you want to only be
involved in the dissemination of the truths you like so much coming from Marion and James. So you
would be setting out to establish something not unlike a new religion, something which has a persona in
the world, something people can recognise being about the New Revelation and all that involves. And
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something that is standing up in contradistinction to the existing systems, and not so much actively
needing to show them up, but just being a competitive choice people can make. So you could even go
so far as to see yourself as part of a ‘band’ that wants to ‘promote’ the Avonals and the Avonal truth.
And it’s not that you are going to be anything like the disciples were for Jesus, as that’s not going to
happen again, but that your whole being is focused on the Avonals and their Way. So they become like
your ‘product’ that you are going to introduce to the world, all so people can come to understand just
how different their view on the world and life is.
So you could imagine the Avonals ‘earthing their truth’ where they live, and then with a small band of
people they set about together building the New Way, which means, sowing the seeds for the eventual
set up of what would have been what Eve and Adam did and how they lived, which really is James’ idea
of creating the Sanctuaries, in which people can: do their Healing, become Celestials in flesh, as Eve and
Adam were; have perfect and true children, as Eve and Adam did; and live and create the Garden of
Eden, with each Sanctuary being an ‘Eden’, each one being a central and pinnacle place of human
spiritual development. So these ‘Sanctuaries’ really
being the ‘Living Churches’ of the world that
celebrate and promote true creative expression of all
involved. And there will be those people who will
want to live in such ‘Edens’ and others that don’t,
but who will still in their individual way or with
others, bring out mini sanctuaries, even if only
within their heart.
The aim is for the spiritual hierarchy of the world to
be re-established through this next Age, however
for people (Celestials in flesh) to take the place of
the higher Daughters and Sons that ordinarily would be living on the world. And so just as we Celestials
have been given the authority to ‘run the Mansion Worlds’ so it will end up being the Celestials on Earth
who ‘run the world’. So power is to be progressively stripped from those who have it now, being in
time given as real and true spiritual power to those who’ve ‘earned’ it by doing their Healing.
Currently, the so-called most powerful are the hidden controllers, with people like yourselves, Samantha
and Marion and James being the least powerful because you can’t get a foot in the door so far as any one
in ‘general humanity’ is concerned. And yet with time, the equivalent hidden controllers will be the
least powerful, with those of a Celestial level of truth in flesh being the most powerful, a reasserting of
the natural spiritual laws and ways of truth.
So part of what you have been preparing yourself for John, is to have this wide ranging connection with
James on all the issues that constitute the functioning of the world, with the notion of how would you
change or establish similar or new systems to support a complete change in the power structure of the
world. And it’s not that you have to do it all John, it’s just that Pascas and all you do with James will
sow the seeds, set the ball in motion so to speak.
So into a world of darkness, as I was saying earlier concerning Samantha, and in a smaller way it
includes you and everyone else who takes it on, on the mind level, is coming this higher vibration of
light, both on Earth and in the mind Mansion Worlds because they will invariably be affected by what
happens on Earth. And that spiritual light of truth is going to grow, and in two ways. One coming from
yourselves as you grow in greater understanding about it all and with people who do their Healing, and
then directly from Marion and James. And when Marion and James do really start, they are going to
become empowered in their light very fast and to quite an extreme degree, so far as how they’ll relate to
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the darkness of the world. So this increasing piercing light will start to ‘brighten’ the world, which is
going to eventually wipe away all the darkness. And for that wiping away to occur it means people will
have to change, or move on leaving the world for the lower hells and Earth planes, which will also
become increasingly under the spotlight.
So a light is going to be shone into the darkness,
and it will increase until one day the light is
shinning so bright there is no longer any darkness,
so really the beginning of your Great U-Turn is
turning that light on, and then starting to turn back the dimmer switch which currently is on full, thereby
shedding light on all the wrongness, error, untruth, sin and evil, all the rotten stuff, purging it, clearing it
away, and even quite forcibly if people resist. And all being done behind the scenes, subtly, and without
anyone being the wiser unless they know what is going on.
So we, like you, are waiting for Marion and James to begin, and then to see how they will manifest the
light of their truth. And we anticipate it’s going to be quite a show. They are both very capable of
putting on a good show, having grown up with ‘show putting on mothers’, yet as to what a spiritual
show might look like, and an Avonal one at that, well that’s what we’re all waiting to see.
So the show will begin, and it will literally be the
Greatest Show On Earth, and yet for most people
they’ll not know until they do their Healing when
they come into spirit, just what it was all about.
As James is allowing us to, so we intend to be more
forthcoming with the Avonal side of things, helping
to build a picture for you to understand, and helping
clarify it more for James.
And as to whether or not we’re leading you astray in all of this, well that is what you all have to work
out for yourselves, and as you know, time will tell, because the only certainty you can live by is that
sooner or later you’ll die.
So I will leave you with that sobering note, nothing is easy yet, it all has to be still mucked up and
confused and full of doubts, because that’s how this age is against the truth. And yet you move forward
through your feelings, you keep going, and that’s all you can do.
I’ll speak to you soon, love Nanna Beth.
Pascas Papers provide information, hard hitting from the highest Celestial levels, for consideration. This
Pascas Paper, and all the others, present a new system of living (a new way of life) without doctrines,
rules, laws, gospels, or fear, set alongside existing systems ancient and modern. The light (energy) of
Avonal Truth is presented for discussion and experience. If the reader feels free to choose such Truth
and experience the resulting high level of spirituality and religious feeling, they are their own private
and personal expression and are respected as such.
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Placing the residents, visitors and pedestrians
– not the car – at the centre of the facilities.
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GOD
SPHERES of PARADISE being the home of
our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father,
within the centre of the 7 super universes.
Unknown number of spheres to progress
through to reach Paradise.
Ascending out of NEBADON is beyond
the regency of the Creator Daughter
and Son, Mary and Jesus.

Father
Mother
HEAVENLY
PARENTS

INFINITE & UNIVERSAL
SPHERES, unknown number to
progress through within Nebadon.
ETERNAL SPHERES 3 spheres
unnumbered. Involvement with
Earth finishes.
CELESTIAL HEAVENS
are spheres 8, 9, 10.

JESUS & MARY

Divine Love Spirit Healing
Mansion Worlds are 3, 5, 7.
We are healing our soul!
We all arrive in spirit
into Mansion World 1.
Earth Planes 1 and 2 are
of Disharmony – Hells.
Mind Spirit Mansion
Worlds 2, 4, 6 are all taking
us in the wrong direction
and into a dead end!

AVONALS
MARY &
JESUS

AVONAL PAIR
GOD
Through out the Avonal Age of 1,000 years, their Spirits of Truth will assist us
in embracing and engaging with our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love
our Soul Healing, they will assist us to develop our soul well into Celestial Heaven status
should we persevere with such a goal. To the extent that the Avonal Pair develop themselves
while here in the physical on Earth is the level that their Spirits of Truth will be able to assist
us. Then it will be Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth that will assist us up and out of Nebadon,
where our Heavenly Parents will then assist us onto Paradise, Their home.
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